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First Aid for Universites and colleges , Tenth Edition, is supposed for students in a full-semester program
leading to First Aid/CPR certification. The Tenth Edition features updated content aligned with the new
2010 AHA and ARC CPR Suggestions, which affect many essential procedures in the entire field.
Illustrations and photos are also selectively up to date and refreshed through the entire book.all medical
situations a responder is likely to encounter, this reserve provides self-testing, critical thinking exercises,
and skill evaluation checklists. It is designed specifically for college-level classes in MEDICAL and meets
American Red Cross suggestions, while providing more depth and detail compared to the other available
texts in the market. Articles also reflects the existing advancements, updated pedagogy, and best
practices. Furthermore to comprehensive insurance of  
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Everything in here is great but it's such overkill - you will get the ... Everything in here's great but it's such
overkill - you'll get the same certification from a 6 hour CPR medical class as you'll get from scanning this
textbook and taking a college class. You may be more prepared to provide aid, but you will haven't any
more say in individual care than the dude who achieved it on a weekend. In case you are so interested
that you want to take a course, take an EMT course instead - apply your understanding and broaden your
scope. The complete book was high lighted. Great experience no problems College class Absolutely
terrible condition. Needed the book pertaining to college a couple of years ago. Not bad condition at all
and only a few prior markings with hig lighters. The book is quite dated as far as images and images but
the topic is still unchanged I suppose. Five Stars greet book learned alot It did the job just fine.. Not my
favorite courses. Overall top quality.. Very detailed and a lot of pictures Great Book!. Okay, not amazing.
VERY basic Gen Ed.... Very detailed and a lot of pictures. The publication was well written the content
was just very mundane. My only suggestion is become CPR authorized before taking the course. First Aid
Book Great product. Husband would not have been able to get his book for class easily was not able to
get his book here. Was much lower than getting it at school. Four Stars So the webpages of this
publication are perforated for a few weird reason, BE CAUTIOUS Great Book! A textbook. It do the job
just fine. It is what it really is. Amazon may be the best textbook local rental service I've found. Absolutely
terrible condition.
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